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Abstract
We present some exact non-uniform black string solutions of 5-
dimensional pure Einstein gravity as well as Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton
theory at arbitrary dilaton coupling. The solutions share the common
property that their 4-dimensional slices are Schwarzschild-(anti-)de Sit-
ter spacetimes. The pure gravity solution is also generalized to space-
times of dimensions higher than 5 to get non-uniform black branes.
1 Introduction
Gravitational theories with extra spacetime dimensions have been a fascinating
area of study for a number of reasons. Besides perspectives from string theory,
Kaluza-Klein theory, braneworld scenario, and holography principle, the non-
uniqueness of black holes in higher dimensions and the existence of solutions
with non-spherical or even non-compact event horizons render the higher di-
mensional gravitational theory an important branch of modern relativity in its
own right. More than ten years ago, Gregory and Laflamme published their
famous work [1] on the stability issues of black branes (strings). They found
that black branes with uniform stretched horizons in Ricci flat spacetimes are
generally unstable against classical perturbations of the metric. This work
leads to vast subsequent researches on related problems. One of the corre-
sponding developments is on the final fate of the black branes/strings due to
the classical perturbations. For instance, it has been generally believed that
black strings would segregate into an array of black holes due to the Gregory-
Laflamme instability. However, this picture has changed drastically due to the
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innovative work of Horowitz and Maeda [2], who revealed that the the horizon
of a black string cannot pinch off at finite affine parameter and so the string
would not segregate into black holes. In order to have more detailed under-
standings of the fate of black strings, a considerable amount of works have
been made, see e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. For detailed review on the subject and
a much more complete list of references, see the review articles [9] and [10].
Most of the related works rely on numerical methods, because the interme-
diate states of a uniform black string evolving toward its final (stable) states
are generally non-uniform, and it is extremely difficult to study non-uniform
black strings analytically. On the other hand, there indeed exist some exact
non-uniform black string solutions in the literature, and some of these are even
free of Gregory-Laflamme instabilities [6, 8].
In this article, we shall present a new exact non-uniform black string so-
lution in a 5-dimensional Ricci flat spacetime. The basic properties of the
solution as well as its behavior under small classical perturbations will be ana-
lyzed. It turns out that the solution is unstable against classical perturbations.
Adding 3-branes into the solution makes the situation a little bit better, but
the lack of confining box in the fifth dimension implies that the instability
might still persists.
2 The vacuum solution
2.1 Deriving the solution
The aim of the present section is to find some exact non-uniform black string
solutions in 5D pure Einstein theory. For this we adopt the following metric
ansatz
dsˆ2 = gMN(X)dX
MdXN = eB(z)γµν(x)dx
µdxν + e−C(z)dz2, (1)
γµν(x)dx
µdxν = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
)
, (2)
where coordinates for the full 5D spacetime are labeled by capital Latin entices
while those for the 4D subspaces at fixed fifth coordinate z is labeled by Greek
indexes, so XM = (xµ, z) in general. Direct calculations show that the only
non-vanishing components of the Ricci tensor are
Rˆ00 =
f(r)
4r
[
2rf ′′(r) + 4f ′(r) + r
(
2B′′(z) + 4B′(z)2 +B′(z)C ′(z)
)
eB(z)eC(z)
]
,
(3)
Rˆ11 = − 1
f(r)2
Rˆ00,
Rˆ22 = −rf ′(r) + 1− f(r)− 1
4
r2
(
2B′′(z) + 4B′(z)2 +B′(z)C ′(z)
)
eB(z)eC(z),
(4)
2
Rˆ33 =
(
sin2 θ
)
Rˆ22,
Rˆ44 = −
(
2B′′(z) +B′(z)2 +B′(z)C ′(z)
)
, (5)
where we denote geometric quantities associated with the full spacetime metric
gMN by hatted symbols, while those associated with γµν will be un-hatted.
The form of the non-vanishing components for RˆMN suggests that we can
get exact solution to the vacuum Einstein equation. For this we first solve
Rˆ44 = 0 for C(z), getting
B′(z)C ′(z) = −2B′′(z)− B′(z)2, (6)
C(z) = −B(z)− 2 logB′(z) + log
(
4Λ
3
)
, if B′(z) 6= 0, (7)
where Λ is provided as an integration constant. Inserting (6) and (7) into (3)
and (4), we find that both identities are now independent of z, and a common
solution to the equations Rˆ00 = 0 and Rˆ22 = 0 can be easily found to be
f(r) = 1− 2M
r
− Λr
2
3
, (8)
where again, M is to be interpreted as an integration constant. One immedi-
ately recognize that, eq. (2), equipped with (8), is just the metric of the well-
known Schwarzschild-(A)dS black hole, withM representing the Schwarzschild
mass and Λ being the cosmological constant. Note that none of these constants
are put in by hand – they all arise as integration constants.
Now any pair of functions B(z) and C(z) obeying (6) would make (1) an
exact solution of the 5D vacuum Einstein equation RˆMN = 0. Since the 4D
part is a black hole and the solution extends along the fifth dimension z, the
solution describes a non-uniform black string in 5D Ricci flat spacetime.
Why there is only one constraint equation for the two functions B(z) and
C(z)? The answer is clearly related to the coordinate choice freedom for the
coordinate z. For simplicity we may choose a coordinate in which
C(z) = −B(z) + iKπ, K = 0 or 1. (9)
The reason for introducing the constant K will be clear instantly. Inserting
(9) into (6) and (7), one gets the explicit form of the solution
dsˆ2 = eB(z)
[
−f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
)
+ dz2
]
,
f(r) = 1− 2M
r
− Λr
2
3
, B(z) = e−iKpi/2
√
4Λ
3
z, (10)
where a further additive integration constant is omitted by a shift in the co-
ordinate z. It turns out that in order to keep the metric real, we need to take
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the constant K = 0 for Λ > 0 (de Sitter case) and K = 1 for Λ < 0 (anti-de
Sitter case). In either cases we always have
B(z) =
2
3
√
3|Λ|z. (11)
So the 4D subspace described by the metric γµν is a Schwarzschild-(A)dS
spacetime, and the full metric gMN can be interpreted as a Ricci flat spacetime
with Schwarzschild-(A)dS foliation. Note that from the 5D point of view Λ
does not have any special meaning: different values of Λ just correspond to
different ways of foliating the same 5D Ricci flat spacetime.
The sturcture of the spacetime (10) is best described by the value of its
curvature invariants. Direct calculations yield
RˆMNPQ(g)RˆMNPQ(g) = e
−2B(z)
[
Rσµνρ(γ)Rσµνρ(γ)− 2|Λ|
3
R(γ)
]
=
8
3
exp
(
−4
3
√
3|Λ|z
)[
18M2
r6
+ (Λ− |Λ|)2
]
.
The center of the black string, i.e. r = 0 is a usual singularity which is
surrounded by the event horizons at the roots of f(r). In addition to this, at
z → −∞, there is also a singularity which is out side of any event horizon. The
same kind of naked singularities also appeared in the study of braneworld black
holes [14] and in the uniform Schwarzschild-dS black string in 5-dimensions [8],
and in the latter case Gregory [15] has pointed out that the existence of such
a singularity is closely related to the unstability of such black strings. In the
next subsection we shall make similar discussions to [15] for the Ricci flat black
string (10) we just obtained above.
It should be reminded that the above solution corresponds only to the case
B′(z) 6= 0. For the case in which B′(z) = 0, it is not unreasonable to set B = 0.
Then C(z) can be any analytic function of z and the full solution corresponds
to a uniform black string provided γµν(x) is given by any 4D Ricci flat black
hole solution. This latter case will be discarded in the rest of this article since
it is a well studied subject in the literature.
It should also be reminded that the coordinate condition (9) is not the only
choice and not even the most interesting choice. We can choose, for instance,
another coordinate ζ for the fifth dimension, with dζ = eB(z)/2dz. Under such
a coordinate, the metric becomes1
dsˆ2 =
|Λ|
3
ζ2
[
−f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
)]
dxµdxν + dζ2.
1 We noted while finishing this article that this form of the metric has already been
known and used to discuss the necesity for the existence of a 4D cosmological constant from
a 5D Kaluza-Klein perspective [11, 12]. The same form of the solution can also be recovered
as special k = 1 case of eqs.(6.55), (6.66) in [13]. Our point of view on the 5D solution is
very different from those works. We thank R. Troncoso for communication on the latter
point.
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It is then interesting to see that, if we set M = 0 and Λ = 3k, k = ±1, rename
t into y, and make the following double Wick rotation
ζ → iτ, r → ir,
the metric will become
dsˆ2 = −dτ 2 + τ 2
[(
1− kr2)−1 dr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2)+ (1− kr2) dy2] .
It turns out that the constant y slices of this metric are 4D FRW metrics with
spacial curvature k. Such a metric can be obtained as solutions of the standard
ideal gas cosmology with equation of state parameter ω = −2/3. From the
point of view of Kaluza-Klein theory, the yy component of the metric plays
the role of a scalar in the 4-dimensional subspace spanned by the coordinates
(τ, r, θ, φ), so the acceleration in the 4-dimensional subspace is triggered by a
spatially-varying rather than temporally-varying scalar field. Since our main
goal is on the black string interpretation of the solution, we shall not expand
further on the double Wick rotated form of the metric.
2.2 Gregory-Laflamme instability of the vacuum solu-
tion
Now we return to the metric (10) and study its behavior under small perturba-
tions. For uniform black string in Ricci flat spacetimes and non-uniform black
strings in 5D AdS spacetimes, similar analysis were made respectively in [1]
and [8] and the results turns out to be very different. So it is interesting to see
the behavior of our solution under similar perturbations.
The idea is to perturb the metric in such a way that
gMN → gMN + δgMN ,
dsˆ2 → dsˆ′2 = eB(z) ((γµν + e−B(z)hµν(x, z)) dxµdxν + dz2) , (12)
i.e.
δgMN = hMN(x, z),
h4µ = h44 = 0.
Then up to terms linear in hµν(x, z), the perturbed Einstein equation reads
(Palatini identity)
δRMN(g) =
1
2
gKL
(
∇ˆN∇ˆMhKL − ∇ˆL∇ˆNhKM − ∇ˆL∇ˆMhKN + ∇ˆL∇ˆKhMN
)
= 0,
(13)
where ∇ˆN denotes the covariant derivative associated with the unperturbed
5D metric gMN . In order to solve the perturbation equation, we have to sup-
plement the equation (13) with proper gauge conditions. As usual, the gauge
conditions can be chosen to be transverse traceless and Lorentzian, i.e.
h ≡ γµνhµν = 0,
5
∇µhµν = 0,
where ∇µ represent covariant derivatives associated with γµν . Imposing the
above conditions and after long, tedious and somewhat standard calculations,
the perturbation equation can be rearranged into the following form,

(γ)hµν + 2Rµρνλ(γ)h
ρλ +
[
∂2z −
1
2
B′(z)∂z −B′′(z)− 1
2
B′(z)2
]
hµν = 0, (14)
where (γ) is the D’alembertian and Rµρνλ(γ) is the Riemann tensor associated
with γµν .
To further analyze the equation (14), we make the following separation of
variables,
hµν(x, z) = hµν(x)e
B(z)/4ξ(z). (15)
Then (14) becomes[

(γ)hµν(x) + 2Rµρνλ(γ)h
ρλ(x)
]
= m2hµν(x), (16)[
−∂2z +
3
4
B′′(z) +
9
16
B′(z)2
]
ξ(z) = m2ξ(z), (17)
where m2 is a constant arising from the separation of variables. Inserting
B(z) = 2
√
|Λ|
3
z (eq. 11)) into (17), we get
[
−∂2z +
3|Λ|
4
]
ξ(z) = m2ξ(z), (18)
which is a Schro¨dinger equation with a constant potential V (z) = 3|Λ|
4
. The
normalizable solutions to this equation are plane waves with continuous spec-
trum, with eigenvalues m2 > 3|Λ|
4
. From the effective 4D point of view, the
physical interpretation of the constant m is, in the spirit of Kaluza-Klein the-
ory, the mass of the Kaluza-Klein gravitons. So we are left with eq. (16) with
m2 having a non-zero minimum. This is the famous massive Lichnerowitz equa-
tion. Under Schwarzschild-(A)dS background, the solution of this equation was
studied by Hirayama and Kang in [8]. They showed that the Schwarzschild-de
Sitter case is always unstable while the Schwarzschild-AdS case can be stable
provided the length of the string exceeds the AdS radius. In our case the
perturbation equation (18) in the fifth dimension is different from the cases
studied by Hirayama and Kang. Rather, it is almost identical to the case
studied in Gregory and Laflamme’s original paper, the only difference being a
non-zero minimum of the constant potential. So the behavior of our solution
under small perturbations of the form (12) is basically the same as the uniform
black string and is very different from the cases of AdS black string studied
by Hirayama and Kang. In the latter case, the effective Schro¨dinger equation
arising from separation of variables of the perturbation equations contains an
effective confining potential which prevents the perturbation from evolving far
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away and thus the black string can be stable to some extent. In our case, the
effective potential is a constant, and any perturbation will propagate along
the z axis infinitely. The only effect of the constant potential is to make the
Kaluza-Klein mass m having a non-zero minimum, and this is exactly the re-
quirement of a physical perturbation (i.e. any perturbation of the form (12) is
physical in our case).
It might be illustrative to give a pictorial presentation of the horizons of
our black string solution both before and after the perturbation. Figure 1
is presented for this purpose. Note that the perturbation shown in Figure 1
is only a single mode perturbation. Generic perturbations are an arbitrary
superposition of all such modes with different, continuously distributed wave
lengths. So the perturbed horizon can look quite irregular along the z axis.
However the constant z slices are all Schwarzschild-(A)dS black holes, since
we are considering only spherical symmetric perturbations.
Figure 1: Horizon of the black string before and after a single s-wave pertur-
bation
Before ending this subsection we address that even in the Schwarzschild-
AdS case where a stable threshold mass exists as shown by Hirayama and
Kang [8], the solution described in this section cannot reach a new static
configuration. This is because that although at the threshold mass the time-
damping/increasing modes are abscent, the oscillating modes, however, can
travel in the fifth dimension without barrier due to the flat potential appearing
in (18). Therefore we do not expect new static configurations to emerge after
the perturbation.
2.3 Adding Brane
It is nowadays a common practice to consider black strings in higher dimensions
attached to some brane configurations. Normally adding such brane(s) will
introduce extra attractive potentials around the brane. So we would like to
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see whether adding a brane to our black string solutions will make the string
more stable.
The key point in introducing a single brane into the existing solution of
Einstein equation is to make the solution Z2-symmetric around certain point
along the fifth coordinate axis. In our case, we could simply change the function
B(z) in (10) into its absolute value, i.e.
dsˆ2 = e|B(z)|
[
−f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2
)
+ dz2
]
, (19)
where B(z) is still given by eq.(11). It is straightforward to show that the
above metric is an exact solution to the equation
M3∗
√
g
[
RˆMN − 1
2
gMNRˆ
]
= T
√
γδµMδ
ν
Nγµνδ(z), (20)
which is the equation of motion arising from variation of the action
S = −M
3
∗
2
∫
d4x
∫
dz
√
gRˆ− T
∫
d4x
√
γ.
Here T is to be interpreted as the tension of a 3-brane located at z = 0, and
in order that (19) solves (20), T must not be taken arbitrarily but rather has
the value
T = 2M3∗Λ. (21)
At first sight, this whole picture is very similar to the well-known RS2
braneworld model of Randall and Sundrum [16], however there are some fun-
damental differences. The most important difference lies in that the RS2 model
has an AdS5 bulk, while the present model has a 5D Ricci flat bulk. Conse-
quently, in RS2 the brane tension T is fine-tuned with the bulk cosmological
constant, while the brane tension in our case is related to the cosmological
constant on the brane via (21), which is not a fine-tuning condition since Λ is
only an integration constant before the introduction of the brane and adding
the brane simply fix this constant.
What we would like to see is whether the addition of the brane at z =
0 makes the solution more stable. For this purpose we need to repeat the
procedure of perturbation carried out in the last section, but this time the
equation to be perturbed becomes (20). Notice that the right hand side of
(20) is non-vanishing only at z = 0, and at the non-vanishing point, we have
γµν = gµν . Therefore, we can rewrite (20) as
RˆMN − 1
2
gMNRˆ = 2Λδ
µ
Mδ
ν
Ngµνδ(z), (22)
where the relation (21) between the brane tension and the 4d cosmological
constant has been made use of. Taking the trace of (22), we get
− 3
2
Rˆ = 8Λδ(z), (23)
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which can be used to eliminate δ(z) on the right hand side of (22), yielding
Rˆµν − 1
8
gµνRˆ = 0, (24)
Rˆzz − 1
2
gzzRˆ = 0. (25)
We can then use (25) to solve Rˆ in terms of Rˆzz and gzz. Inserting the result
into (24), we get finally the following equation,
Rˆµν − 1
4
gµν(gzz)
−1Rˆzz = 0. (26)
So, the stability analysis in the presence of the brane located at z = 0 would
be concentrated in the study of the behavior of (26) under perturbations of
the form (12).
The perturbation equation can be written as
δRˆµν(g)− 1
4
hµν(gzz)
−1Rˆzz − 1
4
gµν(gzz)
−1δRˆzz = 0.
After long and tedious calculations, the perturbation equation can be rear-
ranged into the following form,

(γ)hµν + 2Rµρνλ(γ)h
ρλ +
[
∂2z −
1
2
a′(z)∂z − a′′(z)− 1
2
a′(z)2
]
hµν
− γρσ [Rρν(γ)hσµ +Rσµ(γ)hρν ] + 3
2
[
a′′ + (a′)2
]
hµν = 0.
where a(z) ≡ |B(z)| and the second line is newly added comparing to the case
without the brane. As in the previous case we can make the separation of
variables
hµν(x, z) = hµν(x)e
a(z)/4ξ(z).
Then the single perturbation equation becomes[

(γ)hµν(x) + 2Rµρνλ(γ)h
ρλ(x)
]
− γρσ [Rρν(γ)hσµ(x) +Rσµ(γ)hρν(x)] = m2hµν(x), (27)[
−∂2z +
3
4
a′′(z) +
9
16
a′(z)2
]
ξ(z)− 3
2
e−a(z)/4
[
a′′(z) + a′(z)2
]
ξ(z) = m2ξ(z).
(28)
Inserting a(z) =
∣∣∣√4Λ3 z∣∣∣ into the second equation, we get[−∂2z + V (z)] ξ(z) = m2ξ(z),
where
V (z) = Va(z) + Vb(z), (29)
9
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Figure 2: The effective potential around the brane
Va(z) = −|
√
3Λ|δ(z), (30)
Vb(z) = |Λ|
[
3
4
− 2 exp
(
−1
2
∣∣∣∣∣
√
Λ
3
z
∣∣∣∣∣
)]
sign2(z). (31)
Figure 2 is devoted to the illustration of the effective potential V (z). It
can be seen that there is an attractive potential well of infinite depth around
the brane at z = 0, but far away the brane the potential approaches a con-
stant value 3|Λ|
4
. So the spectrum of the perturbation can be divided into two
different cases: for m2 < 3|Λ|
4
there are bound states around the brane, and
hence these modes cannot propagate far away; for m2 > 3|Λ|
4
, the spectrum
is continuous and unbounded, so any such mode is still unstable. So we have
the conclusion that though the presence of the brane effectively brings in an
attractive potential around the brane, the whole system can still be instable
in general, depending on the nature of solution to the first equation, eq.(27).
Comparing to the standard Lichnerowitz equation (16), eq.(27) has a different
dispersion relation due to the appearance of the two extra terms. Thus in
order to make final desision on the stability of the case with brane added, one
needs to solve this new equation numerically. However, to us this is a very
complicated story and we would just like to infer that the situation is very
much like the case of braneword black holes [14] except that we have now a
Ricci flat bulk instead of an AdS one. In the literatures such as [8, 14, 17] the
AdS bulk acting as a confining box is a strong evidence for the existence of
stabe modes. The present case is on the contrary because we don’t have such
a confining box. So most probably the addition of a brane in the Ricci flat
bulk would not make the system stable. In particular, the pertubed system
will never reach a new static form provided the strength of the perturbation
exceeds the asymptotic value of V (z) in (29)-(31) due to the same reason as
described in the end of the last subsection.
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3 Solutions to Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton the-
ory
The vacuum black string solution obtained earlier can be used to generate
black string solutions to Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theory. The explicit steps
are described as follows.
First we extend the 5D vacuum solution to 6D by simply adding a flat 6-th
dimension, i.e.
ds26 = ds
2 + dy2.
Then we apply a Lorentz boost in the (t, y) plane,
t→ T = t coshψ − y sinhψ,
y → Y = −t sinhψ + y coshψ.
After this step, the 6D metric becomes
gˆ00 = cosh
2 ψ
[
1− eB(z)f(r)]− 1,
gˆ05 = sinhψ coshψ
[
1− eB(z)f(r)] ,
gˆ55 = cosh
2 ψ
[
1− eB(z)f(r)]+ eB(z)f(r),
with the rest components unchanged.
Next, we make a Kaluza-Klein reduction along the 6-th coordinate dimen-
sion. Recall that general K-K reduction formula is
ds2D+1 = e
2αφds2D + e
2βφ(dz + A)2, (32)
i.e.
gˆµν = e
2αφgµν + e
2βφAµAν ,
gˆµz = e
2βφAµ, (33)
gˆzz = e
2βφ,
where the parameters α, β are strictly restricted by the spacetime dimension
under consideration:
α =
1√
2(D − 1)(D − 2) , β = −(D − 2)α = −
√
D − 2
2(D − 1) .
The corresponding Lagrangian for pure gravity reduces as
L =
√
−gˆR(D+1) =
√−g
(
R(D) − 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
4
e−α˜φF 2
)
. (34)
At D = 5 we have
α =
√
6
12
, β = −3α = −
√
6
4
.
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For convenience, we also define
α˜ = 2(D − 1)α =
√
2(D − 1)
D − 2 ,
which at D = 5 takes the value
α˜ =
√
8
3
= −8β
3
.
After the KK reduction, we get a solution to Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton
theory at KK coupling α˜ =
√
8/3. The explicit solution is given as
g00 = −V (r, z)−2/3eB(z)f(r),
g11 = V (r, z)
1/3 e
B(z)
f(r)
,
g22 = V (r, z)
1/3eB(z)r2,
g33 = V (r, z)
1/3eB(z)r2 sin θ,
g44 = V (r, z)
1/3eB(z),
where
V (r, z) =
eB(z)f(r)k2 − 1
k2 − 1 ,
and
k ≡ tanhψ
represents the velocity of the boost mentioned above. The corresponding dila-
ton field and electric field potential are given respectively by
e2βφ = V (r, z),
A = V (r, z)−1
k
[
eB(z)f(r)− 1]
k2 − 1 dt.
One often writes the dilaton solution in terms of the parameter α˜. In our case,
we have
e−α˜φ =
(
e2βφ
)4/3
= V (r, z)4/3.
In compact form, the solution is written as
ds˜2 = V (r, z)1/3eB(z)
(
−V (r, z)−1f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdϕ2 + dz2
)
.
The solution obtained above corresponds to the Kaluza-Klein coupling α˜ =√
8/3. To generalize the above solution to the case with arbitrary dilaton
coupling α˜, we introduce the following notation:
N = 4/(α˜2 + 4/3).
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Then by straightforward calculations it can be checked that the following is a
solution to the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory at arbitrary dilaton coupling:
ds˜2 = V (r, z)N/3eB(z)(
−V (r, z)−Nf(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdϕ2 + dz2
)
, (35)
A =
√
NV (r, z)−1
k
[
eB(z)f(r)− 1]
k2 − 1 dt, (36)
e−φ = V (r, z)Nα˜/2. (37)
The corresponding Lagrangian is still represented by (34) but with α˜ arbitrary,
with the equations of motion
RMN − 1
2
∂Mφ∂Nφ− 1
2
e−α˜φFMAFAN +
1
4(D − 2)e
−α˜φF 2gMN = 0, (38)
φ+
α˜
4
e−α˜φF 2 = 0, (39)(
e−α˜φFMN
)
;M
= 0 (40)
for D = 5.
It is tempting to take time to study some of the characteristic properties
of the solution given in this section. First of all, it can be easily seen that
at k = 0, one has V (r, z) = 1 and A = 0, thus the whole system of solution
reduces back to the original vacuum solution (10). Since the EMD theory
at arbitrary dilaton coupling differ from the vacuum Einstein gravity by the
presence of electromagnetic field A and the dilaton field φ, one is naturally led
to the understanding that the parameter k must somehow be related to the
electromagnetic charge of the solution. Indeed, one can see this by studying
the Columb potential on the event horizon. Substituting the horizon condition
f(r) = 0 into the expressions for A and φ, we get
A =
√
Nkdt|f(r)=0,
e−φ =
(
1
1− k2
)Nα˜/2
.
We thus see that on the event horizon, not only the Coloumb potential remains
a constant, but also the dilaton field is a constant. That the Coloumb potential
is a constant on the horizons is a remarkable fact, because usually there exist
more than one horizons for the Schwarzschild-dS metric, and the present result
implies that all these disjoint horizons have equal electric potential. Therefore,
the electronic charge in this spacetime must be distributed in an unusual way.
To derive the exact distribution of electronic charges however must involve
global analysis of the spacetime, which is out of the scope of the present work.
Another aspect of the spacetime which is also of interest is the calculation
of the surface gravity or Hawking temperature. There are quite a few different
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approaches in deriving the surface gravity of black holes, such as using the
classical equation satisfied by the null Killing vector normal to the horizon(s),
the Euclideanization technique or the tunneling effect through the hirizons etc.
With the use of any of these methods it can be seen that the temperature of
the solution (35-37) is
T =
1
2π
(
1− k2)N/6 ∣∣∣∣Mr2H −
ΛrH
3
∣∣∣∣ ,
where rH is the radius of the horizon on the 4-dimensional Schwartzschild-
(A)dS slices of the black string, i.e. the root of f(r). For the Schwartzschild-
dS branch there are more than one horizons, and the above formula gives the
temperature for each horizon if appropriate horizon radius rH is inserted. Note
that for each of the horizons the temperature is a constant despide the fact
that the horizons are themselves nonuniform.
The entropy of the black string which is one forth of the area of the horizon
can also be calculated with ease. For this we have to mention that the solution
(35-37) does not restrict the length of the string, so what we can actually cal-
culate is only the entropy of a particular segment of the black string, extending
in the z-direction from, say, z0 to z1. The entropy contained in this segment
of the horizon is
S = πr2H (3Λ)
−1/2 (1− k2)−N/2 (e√3Λz1 − e√3Λz0) .
Notice that this area is not proportional to the “length” z1−z0 of the string seg-
ment but is proportional to the particular expression
(
e
√
3Λz1 − e
√
3Λz0
)
. This
is because that the black string we consider here is not translationaly invariant
along z-direction, thus the length of the string segment is not a good param-
eter characterizing the area of the horizon. Actually it is this observation
that prevented us from comparing the analysis of Gregory-Laflamme insta-
bility made in Subsection 2.2 with the famous Gubser-Mitra conjecture [18].
The latter says that for black strings with translationary invariance Gregory-
Laflamme instability appears if and only if it is thermodynamically unstable.
It is interesting to ask whether the Gubser-Mitra conjecture still holds if the
translationary invariant condition is removed.
4 Black branes
The vacuum solution described in section 2 can also be generalized along a
different line, i.e. to the case with more than one longitudinal dimensions.
For example, we can easily get a 6D vacuum black brane solution by starting
from the metric ansatz
ds2 = B(y, z)
(
−f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ22
)
+ C1(y)dy
2 + C2(z)dz
2.
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Then Ricci flat condition has the following solution for the metric functions:
(B, y)
2 = Λ1BC1,
(B, z)
2 = Λ2BC2,
f(r) = 1− 2M
r
− 1
4
(Λ1 + Λ2) r
2.
More general cases can be easily treated following the same spirit: assume that
the bulk is (d+n)-dimensional, where d ≥ 4 is the dimension of the black hole
slices and n is the number of noncompact dimensions. Then the metric should
take the form
ds2 = B(z1, ..., zn)
(
−f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2d−2
)
+
n∑
i=1
Ci(zi)dz
2
i .
Ricci flatness then imply the following relations:
(B, zi)
2 = ΛiBCi,
f(r) = 1− 2M
rd−3
− 1
4
n∑
i=1
Λir
2.
The black hole slices are Tangerlini-Schwarzschild-(A)dS holes in d-spacetime
dimensions. Taking the coordinates in which Ci(zi) = 1 for all i, we have
B(z1, ..., zn) =
1
4
(
c+
∑
i
ǫi
√
Λizi
)2
,
where each ǫi (for i = 1, ..., n) takes the values ±1 indepent of the others and
c is an integration constant. For the metric to be real one needs to take all Λi
to have equal sign and choose c to be real and purely imaginary respectively
for positive and negative Λi.
Due to the length of the paper we leave the detailed study on the dynamical
and thermodynamical properties of these black branes for future works.
5 Discussions
In higher spasetime dimensions the family of black hole/brane solutions is sig-
nificantly enriched. In this paper we considered some interesting type of higher
dimensional spacetimes which share several common properties, in particular
the horizons all have non-compact dimensions, and the spacetimes consid-
ered are all translationally noninvariant along the non-compact dimensions,
i.e. they are non-uniform. As mentioned in the introduction, study of non-
uniform black strings/branes is partly triggered by the work of Horowitz and
Maeda. Though we hoped to find some stable non-uniform solutions, the
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present yield fails to meet this end. However, the method used here can be
further adapted to address other interesting cases. For instance, we list here
some of the possible future subjects to study in the future:
• Adding rotation parameter to the non-uniform black string/ring;
• Detailed analysis for the stability of each cases, perferable both from the
dynamical and thermodynamical perspectives;
• Seeking for non-uniform black ring solutions;
• Changing the bulk from Ricci flat spacetime to non-Ricci flat ones;
• Non-uniform black string/ring/branes in supersymmetric models?
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